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zenon – the Future-Proof Alternative

zenon from COPA-DATA is the core system of the 
SICAM®* 230 software. Switching from SICAM 230 
to zenon is easy and brings a great deal of economic and 
technological benefi ts with it.

 
zenon is the core system of SICAM 230 so, when switching from 

SICAM 230 to zenon, existing SICAM 230 projects can mostly 

be used and maintained. SICAM 230 uses the zenon engineering 

environment, meaning that engineers who are familiar with 

the engineering environment from SICAM 230 can continue 

to make use of all their expertise when maintaining existing 

zenon projects or creating new ones. 

    
  230  
When switching from SICAM 230 to zenon, there are practically 

no technical risks as zenon is the core system of SICAM 230. As 

the same technology is still used, there are also no economic 

risks and it is not necessary to obtain new certifi cation for the 

equipment.

 
zenon is a COPA-DATA product and is therefore continuously 

being developed. zenon users benefi t from ongoing product 

maintenance, functional enhancements and worldwide 

support, meaning that investments in zenon are secure and can 

be planned in the long term.

   
  
SICAM 230 is based on zenon version 7.20. COPA-DATA has 

since launched the fully compatible 7.60 zenon version onto the 

market, bringing some signifi cant functional enhancements:

  Process Recorder for recording and subsequent playback 

of processes directly on the process screen

  Command Sequencer for automation of command 

sequences including graphical editor and teaching 

(recording of manual command operations)

  GIS integration for visualizing geo-information on the 

process screen

  Latest security features

  Over 300 further improvements in function and usability 

On COPA-DATA: www.copadata.com/about-us

About zenon: www.copadata.com/energy

* SICAM is a trademark registered by Siemens AG or its affi liates.

 :

  zenon is the future-proof alternative to SICAM 230

  zenon offers an up-to-date and ever-expanding range of 

functions

  switching from SICAM 230 to zenon is easy
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